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About 
the Logo

EcoSplat reusable water balloons are an environmentally
friendly alternative to single-use latex water balloons. The
logo communicates the fun aspect of the water toy while
simply signaling the sustainability with the use of the
words 'eco' and 'reusable' in the branding.

The EcoSplat logo is Trademarked ® under the IPONZ
2021.

The EcoSplat Splat!



About the
Characters

Illustrated by Sarah Greig, the EcoSplat reusable water
balloon characters add a delightful and engaging element
to the marketing. The characters communicate important

information in a fun way; such as how to use EcoSplat
and environmental aspects including beach and

campground friendly.
 

The EcoSplat reusable water balloon characters are
subject to copyright © Sustained Fun Limited 2021.

Any materials created that include the characters must be
cleared by Sustained Fun Limited before publication.

The EcoSplat splats



Solid white for use on
dark backdrops
#FFFFFF

EcoSplat
Colours

The default logo for use on print and digital media is
lighter blue with white reflections on the text (top left).

For print on Kraft / recycled card the dark blue with white
'eco' is preferred as it allows the elements to be easily
visible, with emphasis on the eco. 

When used on darker backdrops, the inverted white logo
is preferred. This has the reflections on the text in dark
blue. 

Our color palette for

logo usage

Solid blue for use on
mid range back drops
#056fa3

Dark blue for use on kraft
printing
#056fa3

Light blue for use on
light back drops
#0094c9



The EcoSplat logo is made up of handwritten elements
and a customised font that are not available for further
use. Please refrain from adding additional typefaces to
the logo. The preferred typefaces for use with our brand
are simple sans serif fonts such as Arial or Helvetica.

Our logo typeface

Logo Typeface



Exclusion
Zones

The exclusion zone around the EcoSplat logo should be
the equivalent distance as one 'eco'

The safe distance 

around our logo



Logo Variations

Vertical Horizontal Element

The stacked logo is the preferred option for all
print and digital media. 

The horizontal logo is only for use in
exceptional circumstances, with the preffered

logo being the vertical. 

The element logo without text is only intended
for use in specific cases where the explanation
line is not needed. While the brand still fulfils
the role of education campaign, we prefer the

use of the vertical logo.



Reminders

DO NOT change the color.
Use colors in the palette.

DO NOT use tint
or opacity.

DO NOT rotate
the logo.

DO NOT crop the logo. Special
care to be taken to ensure the

drops are not cropped. 

DO NOT add
shadows or effects.

DO NOT put over
another illustration

Rules on EcoSplat logo use 



About
EcoSplat

EcoSplat Reusable Water Balloons are the
vision of Anthea and Helen who've been
running innovative, award winning
sustainable businesses since 2013 and
know how hard it is for parents to find eco-
friendly toys for their families. They are
excited to bring their mission of ocean-
friendly water fights to all Kiwi families -
more fun, no rubbish!

Empowering people to

be gamechangers 

and swap to

#wastefreewaterfights



Download the Resources

www.ecosplat.co.nz

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1guo0fp7iFtuPXneSgymiUXPjS4huXI2W?usp=sharing

